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The hypothesis of a Second Automobile Revolution

• It was proposed in the last GERPISA book
published in spring 2009

• To consolidate this assertion,  we undertook for the last GERPISA
colloquium in Paris (june 2009) to compare the present situation to the
first automobile revolution period

• One year later, how far have we got?
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May 2010 oil prices… at the level of May 2007



The hypothesis of a Second Automobile Revolution

• It was proposed in the last GERPISA book
published in spring 2009

• To consolidate this assertion,  we undertook for the last GERPISA
colloquium in Paris (june 2009) to compare the present situation to the
first automobile revolution period

• One year later, how far have we with it?



Four conditions and stages
for a revolution in transport system

The analisis of the First Automobile Revolution period came into sight
four main conditions and stages for an automobile revolution

• The crisis of the previous transport system

• The emergence of various solutions, combining and adaptating
innovations often coming from other sectors

• The formation of a coalition of forces for one of the solutions, despite its
great uncertainties and its disavantages, through a societal battle

• Macroeconomic decisions and public policies allowing the diffusion and
the generalization of adopted solution



Today, the first and the second conditions and stages
 are probably fulfiling

• The crisis of the petrol automobile system:
- fast rise of the use costs,
- growing gap of productivity with the other activities,
- profitability drop of auto industry,
- fall of use value of the automobile  because of congestion, pollution, growing costs of
the externalities, accidents,
- etc.

• Many innovations coming from other sectors:
- less and less carbon agro-fuels,
- electronic control systems,
- batteries of which the performances are multiplied by two,
- alternative sources of electricity,  etc…
that allow to solve problems which had prevented until now the rise of
alternative solutions



We are at the beginning of the third stage

• Since several years, some carmakers, some entrepreneurs and many start-ups
try to combine and to adapt different innovations designing cleaner automobiles

• A hard battle now is engaging to have prevail for the short and mid term one of
the four main options: less carbon fuel, hybrid, plug-in hybrid, full electric

• The great emerging countries could be decisive protagonists

• Last year, we have risked a forecast,     unusual in the GERPISA approach:
the full electric vehicle could be  the vehicle of the Second Automobile
Revolution



Why to take the risk of a debatable forecast?

• We know, thanks to the experience of the First Automobile Revolution,
that it is not necessarly the technicaly optimal solution that prevails

• As researchers, we have to understand how a coalition takes shape to impose in
fact a solution, even bad from ecological, social, geo-political or practical point
of view

• This work can enlighten the actors, included ourselves as citizens and as user or
not of automobiles, at the beginning of a probable historical struggle



What are the new conditions of possibility
of the full electric vehicle?

• The electricity is now accessible in all territories and almost in all
countries and it is frequently much less expensive than the petrol

• An historical opportunity for newcomers, especially for Chinese
newcomers

• The electric vehicle is not only a new engine. It allows a complete new
automobile architecture. It can be a new product  and a new knowledge

• Only a complete change can allow a relaunch of profit and of
competition

• A new profit strategy could be invented: « innovation and volume »
• The mass production of batteries can drop the price of EV
• EV is much more easy and less expensive to conceive and to produce
• The technical problems of electric vehicle are much less important than

the problems of the petrol automobile at its appearence
• Many public authorities and services entreprises want to support the EV

solution



After the recall of the precedent work,
what have we observed since one year?

• Multiplication of alternative vehicles projects and announcements of next launchings
• Multiplication of public plans to support ecomobility and more specificly electromobility
• Multiplication of governmental aids for automobile industry to jump the crisis by launching

new products
• Multiplication of partnerships between carmakers, providers, start-ups,… and local and

national public authorities
• Multiplication of scientific and technical centers and programs to improve different

solutions
• Elaboration of rival standards
• Multiplication of tests of new mobility systems,
• etc.

                     From this boiling, three scenari seem to emerge at the present time
Scenario of the diversity

Scenario of the progressiveness
Scenario of the rupture



 number of alternative automobiles in the world
by OEM, newcomers and some start-ups
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A first list of « electric automobile »
start-ups and newcomers in some countries

Stevens Vehicles,
Lightning, Nice car,
Murray

UK

Tazzari, Maranello,
Pininfarina

Micro-Vett
K-Way Motus

Italy

Protoscar, RinspeedSuisse

Bolloré, SVE
Dassault, Michelin

Coda

suppliers

BYD, Geely, Chery

Tata, Mahindra

newcomers

China

RevaIndia

SIM-DRIVEJapan

KoenigseggSuède

E-Wolf, RufGermany

Heuliez, FAM, AixamVenturi, BiroFrance

Miles Electric, GEMTesla, Zap, Fisker,
Think, Phoenix

USA

othersStart-ups



(changing!) cleaner automobile strategies:
priority to…

Toyota
Honda
Mazda
Hyundaï

hybrid versus
plug-in
hybrid

PSA
Volkswagen
Daimler
BMW

hybrid versus
all types

Renault-
Nissan
newcomers
start-ups
(Bolloré,
Heuliez,
Micro Vett,
Lightning…)

GM
Mitsubishi
BYD

Fiat
Volvo

full electricplug-in hybrid
versus full
electric

less carbon
fuels: gaz,
agrofuel



Some alternative energies national preferences
for cleaner cars     …until recently…

Japan
Germany
European Union

China, USA,
France, Belgique
UK, Irland
Portugal, Spain
Danemark
Switzerland

Russia
Italy

Brazil
Sweden

Objectives of
reduction, only

Plug-in hybrid,
full electric

Natural gasAgro-fuel



The diversity scenario

• Five groups of countries could privilege the source of energy of which they
dispose naturally or commercially in the best conditions

•  For this reason, some carmakers are specializing de facto in one or two types of
motorization, as Fiat in agrofuel and in natural gas, until its allinace with Chrysler

• Some others are convinced that it is now necessary to offer all types of
motorization

Is an engine specialization viable?
Is it possible to make all everywhere?

Could be geopolitically acceptable to have only
a very few number of world automobile companies?



The progressiveness scenario

• Less carbon fuel, then hybrid, then plug-in hybrid, then electrical batteries, then
fuel cells,  then…

• reasonnable and realistic scenario?
• The carmakers and the States that have adopted this scenario….. until recently,

before to evolve

The conditions of possibility of the progressiveness scenario
slow increase of oil prices

weak climate urgency
low ecologist pressure

important difficulties to improve the performances of batteries
geopolitical acceptability



The rupture scenario

• The full electric car can be the best or the worst solution, according to the origin
of electricity

• For the entreprises and the States that are engaging in this scenario, it is now
possible to leave the vicious circle: high price / weak demand

• The affirmed will and the real possibilities of China to become a determinant
actor in this field

The full electric car market will take off only if it is created
The continuous growth of China and India:

what national income distribution in the future?



« well to wheel » CO2 emission, according to the types of motor and of energy



Partnerships to create the market



Conclusion

• The consequences of the three scenari will be completely different

• One of these three scenari will prevail initialy for energy geopolicies and profit
strategies firms reasons, secondarly for the technical superiority or for the
environnemental performances of the adopted power train

• So, in these conditions, the third scenario, which appears today most risky,
could impose





For more informations and analysis
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